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01 Pattern + Order
A complex composition is actually a pattern of very simple, repeated parts. 
Poetic moments of loud + quiet (top left), tension + compression (top right), 
and sharp + dull (opposite) were created by repeating the gestural mark of the 
ink stamp in an intentional way. To achieve the intended oxymoronic order, 
every mark was made as a response to the previous. The fi eld condition 
established by the preceding marks informed the next placement to move 
closer to the intended effect. If pattern is this repetition of the same gestural 
mark to create the fi eld, then order is the rigor applied to their placement.
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02 Term Drawing
Every day this still life was drawn to challenge the eye to truly observe - 
noticing value, assigning contour, identifying scale, and placing emphasis. 
Each drawing (above) revealed new conditions in the scene that were 
overlooked the preceding day, which increased the knowledge of the 
composition. As the term progressed, new methods of representation 
(opposite) were discovered and faculty with the pencil improved. The 
discipline and rigor applied to the hour spent with these drawings each day 
not only improved drawing skills, but observational skills as well. 
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03 Drawing Exercises
The beauty in architectural drawings stems from the full utilization of line as 
a communication tool. These elevation (top left), perspective, and contour 
drawings (opposite) explore the various types of representational drawings 
and the role that line plays in each. For example, thicker line weights were 
reserved for areas closest to the observer whereas thinner line weights 
receded into the background. This method creates the illusion of depth 
and form necessary to clearly communicate the essence of the object 
represented. Together, these exercises trained the hand to be deliberate with 
the lines it makes and their effects.
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04 Composition
The challenge of design is to arrange an assortment of vastly different things 
into a composition that communicates the intent of the designer. In this case, 
magazine clippings were collaged to visually convey an oxymoron, specifi cally 
hard-softness. Rather than juxtapose two dissimilar conditions next to each 
other on the page, the collages (above, opposite) embody both elements at 
the same time. A soft, neutral ground around the perimeter develops into a 
hard, saturated fi gure as it moves towards the center. Preceding iterations 
had different appearances than the fi nal collages but the same compositional 
intent.
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05 Translation
This project explored translation by capturing the essence of a sequence 
of linear spaces and maintaining its integrity as the medium and method 
changed. The fi rst iteration (above) created space by increasing the density 
of mat board fragments in three locations about a central axis. The second 
iteration (opposite) digitally collaged photographic images of the spaces in 
the model into a new composition that increased the frequency of spaces but 
maintained that central axis. 

The fi nal iterations (p. 12-13) translated the two-dimensional image back 
into three dimensions. With each translation, two compositional conditions 
revealed themselves as the strongest spatial indicators: density and edge. 
Together they helped defi ne the abstract notion of space by establishing 
structure and designating extents.
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| digital photographic collage of spaces (top), digital spatial 
translation with compositional diagram in conte (bottom)
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| museum board spatial translation (top), palimpsestic elevation 
drawing (bottom)
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| basswood spatial translation (top), palimpsestic elevation 
drawing (bottom)
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06 Drawing Machine
The repetitive monotony of the daily commute is a baseline upon which 
variation vividly appears - a control. This project sought to capture vivacity 
on this trip by exploring the qualities and characteristics that are often 
overlooked.

A drawing machine (above, opposite) was built to record the quality and 
quantity of steps taken over time. Further analysis of the drawings created by 
the machine (p. 16) revealed variations in frequency, speed, and stride length. 
Moments of intensity in the drawings correlated with changes in elevation 
on the commute, such as walking up stairs or crossing the street (p. 18).            
In addition, moments of visual intensity were recorded photographically 
along the comute (p. 17, 19). Still, many salient phenomenon along the 
path, including atmosphere, mood, and demeanor, have yet to be recorded. 
Therefore, keen observation tells a richer story than the sophistication of any 
machine.
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Highland Rd. Intersection

Union parking lot

459 Dining Hall

Laville front door

Laville elevator

Atkinson staircase
Tower Rd.

Atkinson elevator

Atkinson

Morning

Wednesday 8:20am
Thursday  8:45am
Friday  8:35am
Saturday          11:41am
Monday  7:28am
Tuesday  8:14am

Evening

Wednesday 4:48pm
Thursday          11:30pm
Friday          12:45pm
Saturday  6:18pm
Monday  2:24pm
Tuesday          11:26pm

Laville

Morning

Wednesday 8:10am
Thursday  8:30am
Friday  8:25am
Saturday          11:30am
Monday  7:15am
Tuesday  8:04am

Evening

Wednesday 5:00pm
Thursday          11:42pm
Friday  2:00pm
Saturday  6:27pm
Monday  2:31pm
Tuesday          11:37pm

| commute map (top), analytic diagram of machine tracing 
(bottom), photograph of commute to Atkinson Hall (opposite)
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07 Color Studies
Without an understanding of light’s interaction with the pigment and the page, 
painting with watercolors would be nearly impossible. Light passes through 
the wash of color and refl ects off the white paper, generating the transparent 
quality of watercolor paint. For secondary colors to emerge or the saturation 
of the colors to increase, multiple transparent layers of pigment must be 
applied (above). With each layer, less light is refl ected off the paper’s surface. 
This process of layering is known as interference, and it is a very powerful tool 
in creating value and developing hue (opposite). 

Constructing layer by layer is a beautiful way to work because it slows the 
process down. Every layer is an opportunity to sway the work in a certain 
direction. The speed with which it moves depends on the severity of the layer 
imposed. Once completed, the fi nal product is a vivid history of the decisions 
made along the way (p. 23).
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| image selection from photograph montage (above), watercolor 
value painting (opposite)
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08 Positive + Negative
Working with plaster requires a knowledge of positive and negative spatial 
relationships. When constructing molds, the focus is the void between the 
masses. This void is single and stationary while the solid components of the 
mold are dynamic, moving about the stasis. The challenge in mold-making is 
to respect the rigidity of the empty space so the individual parts have a free 
range of motion that allows for removal. 
 
Various media were used to explore mold-making, including fabric (top 
right), organic material (top left), and wood (opposite), resulting in unique 
textural qualities. Furthermore, this project was a glimpse into the paradox of 
architectural design - the actual building with its designed mass and structure 
is subordinate to the resulting space found within. 
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09 Topography
An exercise in contour mapping and model building, this project explored 
the nature of landform and topographical design. Using the black and white 
painting (left) as the basis for an improvised landscape, a contour map (right) 
with sixteen interpolated lines was created under the premise of white as 
the lowest elevation and black the highest. The grays occupied the space 
in between these two extremes, creating a dramatic undulating incline from 
plain to plateau. The cardboard model (p. 28-29) brought the cartographic 
representation of the landscape into three dimensions, revealing incredible 
spaces and forms not easily communicated by the map. 
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| model perspective (top), topography details (bottom)
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| model plan (top), topography details (bottom)
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10 Constructing Site
The fi nal project of the term examined the complex nature of site and the 
implications of placing structures within it. Small plaster casts were situated 
in the site by paying attention to the relationships formed between the casts 
themselves and the casts with the landscape. Each placement informed the 
next as these relationships intensifi ed, and the landscape was altered through 
cut-and-fi ll operations in response. Relational sets of three began to emerge, 
so each alteration emphasized this triadic composition.

After the plaster casts were placed, priority shifted to the space between 
them, which was explored by a wire armature defi ning the edges of the 
volumes. Hierarchy was established on the nodes of the triangles by 
increasing the density of the wire. By placing emphasis on certain moments 
in the site, the established relationships became more visible. This emphasis 
does not however isolate the moment and disregard the rest, it simply 
highlights a condition within the context of a whole. 
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| front elevation with plaster castings (opposite), section 
drawing (top), cut+fill collage with section cut (bottom)
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| cardboard topography with plaster castings and wire spatial                         
armature (top, opposite), line of sight diagram (bottom left), 
relative elevation change  diagram (bottom right)
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| image selection from topography aggregation (above), 
observational drawing  detail (opposite)
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11 Conclusions 
The expectation of arriving at some fi nal conclusion at the end of a term in design school is false and misleading. Learning 
occurs in the process of designing and making, so attempting to impose fi nality on the work strips away any opportunity for 
it to shape the designer. The projects contained in this portfolio continue indefi nitely, always allowing room for improvement 
and refi nement. So rather than claim mastery over the work produced during this foundational year, naiveté is embraced as a 
motivation to continue creating and growing. The lessons learned this year come not from an observation of the fi nal product, 
but from an observation of the work that reached towards that goal. Furthermore, these lessons apply to all projects, 
spanning from the compositional studies at the beginning of the year to the exploration of site construction.

The fi rst characteristic of the design process that revealed itself is the variance of scale. There is a constant oscillation 
between the fi ne details and the gross aggregation while working. For example, as the plaster casts were placed into the 
model landscape, its relationship to the material it touched in immediate proximity was considered simultaneously with its 
relationship to the rest of the landscape. Every drawing was created in a similar fashion, focusing on a specifi c moment and 
its qualities, then stepping back to view the image as a whole. Just as a camera zooms in on its subject, so the focus of the 
work zooms in and out.

The second characteristic is the value of hierarchical emphasis. By placing emphasis on a part of a composition, its 
importance is increased, and it registers as a signal in the fi eld of noise. For instance, the wire armature that was used to 
defi ne space in the fi nal project employed this emphasis to draw the eye to specifi c relationships, namely the three lines of 
sight between the groups of plaster casts. Also, the design intent is expressed by the established hierarchy, placing an order 
on disjointed things and guiding the viewer to understand that order. 

The fi nal characteristic is the importance of a constant, rigorous analysis of reactions. Every line that is drawn, every layer 
of paint applied, every piece added, every word written, elicits a response from the fi eld around it. In order to respect this 
phenomenon, the work must slow down. Each design decision must be carefully considered and respond to the previous 
decisions. In the fi nal project, the material cut away from the landscape had to be placed elsewhere in the site, and that 
placement was a response to the cut that was just made. Similarly, every cast was positioned in response to the condition 
created by the existing casts. 

These issues of scale, emphasis, and reaction are invaluable to the designer because they foster a more intentional pattern 
of work. Instead of structuring a specifi c outcome, the work is structured in such a way that great outcomes are possible. 
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